SUPER HERO
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BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! The city of Arlington was in peace until
a group of aliens were standing in the middle of the city and shot
three laser beams. They shouted, “WE WILL DESRTOY YOU IF
YOU DON’T SURRENDER”. The aliens started to shout again
this time louder “SOON WE WILL TAKE OVE THE WHOLE
WORLD”. The leader alien was about to start to shout some
insults about humans when something knocked him over and then
the rest of the aliens toppled to the ground. In a flash someone had
punched, kicked, bruised, and tied up the aliens. Then someone
was standing in front of the aliens. “Hey, it’s Meteorite” shouted a
little boy called Charlie Tide. “That’s right” said the figure
standing in front of the aliens then he walked closer. Now the
aliens could see the figure, it was a man with a fierce red colored
cape.” My name is Meteorite and I’m afraid you will have to leave,
I hope you enjoyed the stay aliens” said Meteorite. The aliens
immediately took their ray guns out and said “We were prepared
for you Meteorite “and they blasted Meteorite with no warning.
At first everyone thought that the laser beam would not hurt
Meteorite. Boy were they wrong, that particular laser beam was
made of a really rare rock called sonic wave Meteorite ‘s one and
only weakness. Meteorite knew that if that laser beam hit him he
was doomed so he did the one thing he could do dodge it with his
lightning fast reflexes. The laser beam missed him by a second.
Without wasting any time Meteorite threw energy balls at the
aliens with caused them to lose their balance. As quick as the wind
Meteorite caught the aliens in midair threw them up and kicked
each one of them into the sky. While flying through the sky the lead
alien gritted his teeth and said in a nasty voice “I’ll get you back
you Meteorite “and with that the alien pulled the trigger on his ray
gun five times.
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Five laser beams were heading down toward Meteorite.
Meanwhile Meteorite was muttering under his breath “Goodness
that was a close one “. Just then four laser beams hit a small
building close to Meteorite. Meteorite was about to go help get the
people away from the crumbling building when the final laser
beam hit Meteorite. He crashed into another building and the
whole crowd tried to follow him inside the building but everyone
was trying to go in at the same time so no one could enter except
for little Charlie Tide. Once he went in he followed the hole that
went deep in the building. When he finally reached the end of the
hole he let out big gasp. Right in front of Charlie was the world’s
most favorite hero Meteorite sitting on the floor with blood
splattered all over him. Meteorite was the first one to speak “son,
this is the end of me but not the end of Meteorite, you must take
this cape and be the people ‘s hero”. Charlie barely managed to
stammer “but how? I ‘m just a kid “.
Meteorite said “you will figure it all out son and my name is John
Mathews “and with that he took out his cape and threw his cape at
Charlie and fell to the floor. Charlie put on the cape and suddenly
he was a grown man then Charlie looked at John and saw a man
who was seventy-two or three. The brand-new Meteorite picked up
old John’s body and ran as fast as he could to the outside. Once he
was outside he asked the big crowd “is there anyone who is a
relative of John Mathews?”. No one raised their hand except for
an old lady who said in a low and croaky voice “he’s my son”.
“Well mam you see here um your son has um died “said
Meteorite. The woman let out a huge gasp. The woman started to
cry “no it can’t be my son”. Someone told her “it’s okay” and led
her home. A few days later there was a funeral and ever since then
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Charlie vowed to not let any other person pass away till the cape
he wore belonged to someone else. Meteorite tried his best to be
the old Meteorite but years passed and the once little Charlie was
a grown man. Charlie was getting old and he knew the perfect
person to hand the cape down to his beloved nephew, Brian Tide.
Brian had been researching about Meteorite ever since he was
eight. Now he was going turn twelve tomorrow. Charlie quickly
went to a store near his home and bought a gift box. When he got
home, Charlie took the, folded it and put in the giftbox. Charlie
was going to walk to Brian’s house so he thought he needed a
good rest. When he got to his bed he fell fast asleep.
The next day Charlie walked to Brian’s house. The party was
terrific. When it was time to open the presents Charlie ‘s gift was
last. Charlie took Brian for a ride to the park after the part.
Charlie made him put the cape on and suddenly Brian changed to
Meteorite. Three laser beams hit the ground.
BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!
Charlie knew this sound, he quickly whispered what to do to Brian.
“Okay” replied Meteorite. A familiar group of aliens flew through
the sky to land in the park. Meteorite quickly ran up to the aliens
and he said, “my name is Meteorite and I’m afraid you will have to
leave”. The lead alien started to say, “well what do ve have hear”.
Meteorite didn’t waste time talking, he just threw an energy beam
at them which threw them of guard. Using the opportunity
Meteorite grabbed them all up flew toward the alien’s planet and
smashed them. Once again Meteorite saved the day!
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